Plant Nutrient Analysis
Apple, Peach and Pecan

Please fill in all applicable blanks and answer all questions to help us provide the most accurate analysis possible.

Name:________________________________
(first)

________

______________________________________

(middle initial)

Ranch Name:_____________________________________

(last)

County:_______________________________

Mailing Address:__________________________________________________________________________
City:________________________________________ State:_________ Zip:___________________________
Home Phone:________________________________ Mobile:_____________________________________
Email:___________________________________________________________________________________
Date of Collection:_______________________ (suggested sample date: July 15 ± 10 days)
Note: Recommendations will not be made for leaf samples collected any months other than July because results will be inaccurate.

County where trees are located: _____________________________________________________________

Crop Information
Lab Use Only

Description/I.D.

Native or Improved
(Applies to Pecan)

Variety

Age of
Trees

Note: Recommendations will not be accurate for leaf samples collected any months other than July.
* Trees 3 years old and younger (based on planting date) should be fertilized according to instructions in OSU Fact Sheet No. 6232.

Include pertinent information concerning the tree or trees represented by this sample (vigor, insects, diseases,
physical damage, size of crop, etc.), which should assist us in providing you with an accurate and useful fertility
recommendation.
Do not mix species within a sample (peach with pears, etc.).
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Pecan Leaf Analysis

For Taking Leaf Samples
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Sampling Guides

Sampling Guides
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All analyses performed by:
Servi-Tech Laboratory, 6921 South Bell
Amarillo, TX 79109
Phone: 806-677-0093

Noble Foundation horticulturists will provide
fertilizer
recommendations
the analysis
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when
is complete.
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the
lab
can
not
presenting to lab.
analyze samples smaller than 100 leaflets.
Return to:
Noble Research Institute, LLC
Attn: Ag Testing Service
2510 Sam Noble Parkway
Ardmore, OK 73401
580-224-6480
www.noble.org/ag/services/testing

Servi-Tech Laboratory will bill you for analysis services. The Noble Research Institute accepts no money for testing
service. The current test analysis prices can be found on our website, www.noble.org/ag/services/testing or contact
the Noble Research Institute Testing Services Department at 580-224-6480.
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